
   Class Notes 

Class:  XI 
 

Topic:  Getting started with Python (Contd…) 

Subject: Informatics Practices 
 

 

ASSIGNMENTS: 

Type-A (Short Answer Questions/Conceptual Questions) 

Q1.  When was Python released? 

Ans:  Python was released in February 1991. 

Q2.  Who was Python’s developer and which two languages contributed to Python as a 

programming language? 

Ans:  Python was developed by Guido Van Rossum. ABC language and Modula 3 are the two 

languages contributed to Python as a programming language. 

Q3.  What is a cross-platform software? 

Ans:  Cross-platform software means a language can run equally on variety of platforms-

Windows, Linux/UNIX, Macintosh, Supercomputers, Smart phones etc. 

Q4.  What are the advantages of Python programming language? 

Ans:   Advantages of Python:  

a) Easy to use  

b) Expressive language  

c) Interpreted Language  

d) Its Completeness  

e) Cross platform independent  

f) Free and open source  

g) Variety of Usage/Application  

 

Q5. What are the disadvantages of Python programming language? 

Ans:  Disadvantages of Python:  
a) Not the fastest language  

b) Lesser libraries than C, Java, Perl.  

c) Not strong on Type-binding   

d) Not easily convertible  

 

Q6.  In how many ways, can you work in Python? 

Ans:  In two ways we can work in Python-  

(i) Interactive mode  

(ii) Script Mode 



 

Q7.  What is the difference between Interactive mode and Script Mode in Python? 

Ans:  In interactive mode, one command can run at a time and commands are not saved. 

Whereas in Script mode, we can save all the commands in the form of a program file and 

can see output of all lines together. 

Q8.  Python is a Free and Open Source language. What do you understand by this 

feature? 

Ans:  It means Python is freely available without any cost. Its source code is also available. 

One can modify, improve/extend an open source software. 

Q9.  “Python is an interpreted language‟. What does it mean to you? 

Ans:  It means that the Python installation interprets and executes the code line by line at a 

time. 

Practical Assignment: 

Q1. Write a program to find the Simple Interest. 

Q2. Write a program to find the area of a circle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: ‘Content developed/prepared absolutely from home. 


